N this paper the author described his method of constructing crysh~l models of paper or cardboard by means of plaiting. In the ordinary crystal "nets" (such as, according to !~r. Gotham, were constructed by himself and shown at the Royal Society as early as 1847) the faces of the model are drawn in juxtaposition on cardboard and cut out, some of the lines being only partially cut through ; the net is then folded up so as to form a solid figure, and the faces are united at their edges by gum.
A System for constructing Crystal Forms by the Plaiting of their Zonem.
By J. fiOaHa~, ]~.R.C.S.
(Abstract.) [Read January 27th, 1891.] I N this paper the author described his method of constructing crysh~l models of paper or cardboard by means of plaiting. In the ordinary crystal "nets" (such as, according to !~r. Gotham, were constructed by himself and shown at the Royal Society as early as 1847) the faces of the model are drawn in juxtaposition on cardboard and cut out, some of the lines being only partially cut through ; the net is then folded up so as to form a solid figure, and the faces are united at their edges by gum.
In the models described and exhibited by l~Ir. Gotham, the faces are so drawn as to be disposed along strips; these strips are united to each other at one end, and can then be folded together by a process resembling plaiting, in which the strips pass alternately under and over each other. In this way models are made precisely like those constructed from the ordinary nets, but requiring no cement ; models ~vhich can, moreover, be taken to pieces (unplaited) and laid fiat, or re-constructed whenever desired.
Each strip contains the faces lying in one zone, and the number of strips employed by mr. Gotham is either three or four ; the cube, for instance, is formed by the plaiting together of three, and the dodecahedron by the plaiting together of four strips.
Their order of succession is the same for each model whatever its form. Thus the strips of square faces from which the cube is constructed are three in number, and if they be denoted by the numerals 1, 2, 8 respectively, the process of plaiting always pursues the following order :--
